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Abstract 

Two opposing contracting forms in construction are DB (Design and build) and DBB (Design-

bid-build). The first one provides the contractor degrees of freedom in design, which enables 

innovation. DBB is the safe and traditional contracting form, where the client is responsible for 

the design and the contractor build accordingly. There is a lack of empirical studies comparing 

these contracting forms on efficiency and innovation. A first step in comparing is to define and 

separate the contracts. The straightforward solution is to use the client instigated definitions at 

face value i.e. a contract is a DB or a DBB according to the client. This is shown to be 

problematic by using five road construction projects from Sweden. One of the DBB indicates 

more degrees of freedom in design than a DB contract and only one DB project invites new 

methods for construction. The paper concludes that contract labelling is not a good proxy for 

degrees of freedom in design, which is was theoretically drives innovation. This insight 

facilitates future studies to evaluate contracting forms. 
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1. Introduction 

Two opposing contracting forms in construction are DB (Design and build) and DBB (Design-

bid-build). The first one provides the contractor degrees of freedom to develop the project in 

order to fulfil the client’s non-specified need. This contract comes with a larger risk than the 

DBB contract since the latter relies on earlier experiences and technics to complete a project. 

Theory predicts that DB contracting has a better potential than DBB to promote innovation. 

The degrees of freedom to design the project enable the contractor to think in new ways of 

undertaking construction. There is however a lack of empirical evidence to support this theory. 

The only studies that shed light on the efficiency of contracting forms in construction are 

questionnaire based studies. But these studies have issues with biased results. Therefore there is 

a need for more statistical based studies. A first step toward such studies is to define 

contracting forms. The straightforward solution is to take the client instigated definitions at face 

value and use them. This might be problematic since the underlying contracts do not always 

conform to the theoretical definition of the contracting form.  

Hence, this paper sets out to investigate if DB and DBB contracts are good proxies for degrees 

of freedom in design of infrastructure projects. The hypothesis is the contracts labelled DB 

should include more degrees freedom than DBB. 

The final research question is of course the contracting forms ex post effect on efficiency and 

innovation. This paper will focus on the ex ante contracting documents as a way to enable for 

future studies to define contracting forms. Outputs of the projects will not be the focus of the 

study.   

2. Different contracting forms in construction 

The taxonomy of contracting forms in construction is overwhelming. There are an abundance 

of terms describing and categorising different types of contracts. A reason for this is the 

construction industry is very nation specific, meaning that each nation has unique traditions and 

legal framework. Although many features of the contracts in different countries are the same, 

the underlying regulations often differ or are not explicitly announced, which makes it hard to 

compare contracts in different nations.  

This paper will focus and compare two kinds contracting types, namely the Design and build 

(DB) and Design-bid-build (DBB). The main difference between them is the responsibility for 

the design of the construction project (Eriksson and Westerberg, 2011). This difference 

provides both the contractor and the client with different incentives.  

The following section will describe the contracts. 



2.1 Design-bid-build 

This contracting form can be described as the traditional and still most common way of 

procuring infrastructure in Sweden. Basically the client provides the design for the project and 

the contractors provide bids to build, and the lowest tender usually wins the contract. 

When providing the design, the client also takes responsibility for the documentation and the 

contractor only build according to the design. If a bridge breaks down due to a under 

dimensioned pillar in the design, it is the clients responsibility. However, if it breaks due to a 

construction error i.e. forgotten rebars, it is the responsibility of the contractor.  

The usual way of tendering a DBB contract is to provide the potential clients with a bill of 

quantities i.e. a list of the tasks to be conducted and the quantities to be used. These quantities 

are connected to underlying technical descriptions and manuals. Contractors then submit bids in 

the form of price vectors, one unit price for each quantity. The lowest vector product of prices 

and quantities, i.e. the lowest total price, is awarded the contract. This type of contracting is 

also referred to as a Unit Price Contracts (UPC) used in all kind of procurement auctions 

outside infrastructure (see e.g. Ewerhart and Fieseler, 2003 and Gupta et al 2012).  

Payment schemes applied to this contracting form can either be fixed price or cost plus 

(McAfee and McMillian, 1988). The fixed price stipulates that the client pays the contractor a 

predetermined price regardless of the final project cost. The predetermined price p comes from 

the lowest tender b, accordingly 

ii bp  , where  ni BBBb ,...,,min 21    (1) 

In this setup, the contractor has a strong incentive to cut costs in order to maximize profit. 

Under the assumption of ex post information asymmetry (i.e. that the client cannot monitor the 

contractor perfectly), this can entail shirking on quality. The difference between the price and 

the actual cost may be negative as well as positive. This potential deviation is carried by the 

contractor, who bears all risk under this payment scheme. 

On the other side of the scale, we have the cost-plus scheme with the client bearing all the risk. 

The price, p, that the contractor is paid coincides with his cost, c, accordingly  

11 cp  , for the winning contractor 1   (2) 

Here, the incentive for the contractor to cut cost is weak.  

However, the standard McAfee and McMillian (eq. 1-2) descriptions of the payment scheme do 

not coincide with how the procurements are undertaken in reality. There are no extreme 

versions for infrastructure contracts, at least not in Sweden (Mandell and Nyström, 2013; 

Nyström, 2012). The reason is that the bill of quantities consists of adjustable and non-

adjustable quantities, which are defined ex ante in the procurement documents.  



Hence if all of the quantities are adjustable, the contract coincides with a cost plus contract and 

the other way around, with a hundred percent non-adjustable for a fixed price contract.
1
 In 

reality the contracts are mixtures of adjustable and non-adjustable quantities, making the 

payment scheme as a whole something in-between the cost-plus and fixed price (see Nyström, 

2013 for a formal description). 

2.2 Design and build 

In a design and build contract, both the design and the construction is the responsibility of the 

contractor. The client provides an idea of what he wants in the tendering process, then it is up 

to the contractors to present a design fulfilling the client’s expectations.  

Regarding infrastructure, the idea often presented in terms of functional terms. This means that 

the client defines a road that he wants in terms of e.g. longitudinal unevenness, rut depth, 

crossfall, frost heaving, cracks and friction additional to the stretch of the road. Contractors 

then provide bids that fulfill these conditions and a price to undertake the project. This way of 

procuring a road gives the contractor degrees of freedom to find new ways of building. It 

enables the contractor to innovate as there is no detailed description of how to build. At the 

same time, it puts more risk and work on to the contractor which makes it more expensive up 

front than a DBB contract.  

The most common payment scheme under a DB contract is some sort of fixed price, often with 

an incentive where deviations from a target cost are shared between client and contractor.   

2.3 Comparing contracting forms 

There are pros and cons with both contracting forms (Nilsson and Mandell, 2010). The ex ante 

simplicity of DBB is appealing in comparison to DB, meaning that it is easy to compare bids. In 

DBB procurement all contractors are bidding for the same product as defined by the client. 

Whereas in DB procurement it is not as easy to evaluate the bids as the client has to appraise 

both price and product. Hence, the evaluation in DBB is just one dimension (price) while the 

DB has two dimensions, price and suggested product. 

One could argue that this is a simplistic way of describing the procurement as other quality 

parameters often are taken into account. However, such evaluations do not differ between the 

contracting forms and very seldom account for a decisive parameter.  

                                                      

1
 Cost plus schemes are interpreted as a contract with all quantities being adjustable. Another definition 

used by Bajari et al 2012 is that all of the clients cost are forwarded to the client, i.e. just forward all 

invoices from the subcontractors plus the contracts own costs.  



To summaries, DBB contracting has low transactions cost, has a lower price up front and a low 

risk contractor, while DB contracting enables contractor innovation. There are however a lack 

of empirical studies comparing the pros and cons (i.e. the efficiency) of these contracting 

forms. One hypothesis to this lack of studies is that it is hard to separate the contracting forms 

from each other in reality.  

In trying to compare these contracting forms a first step is to define them. At first, this seems 

unproblematic since the projects are neatly labelled as DB and DBB. When starting to read the 

contracting documents, some problems arose.  

The Swedish Transport Administration (Trafikverket) has chosen to focus on DB contracting, 

despite the lack of empirical support. An increasing proportion of their contracts are called DB 

at the expense of DBB contracts. Just taking DB and DBB as a proxy for degrees of freedom in 

design seemed problematic. Hence, the following sections will study five actual contracts with 

the aim of ranking them according to degrees of freedom in design.  

3. Method and sample  

All of the studied projects are road investments in Sweden. Trafikverket is the client and all 

contracts are procured according to the act on public procurement. The analysis is based on the 

procurement documents. These documents consist of hundreds of pages for each investment 

with descriptions of the project and contract. This material also refers to underlying handbooks 

and reference texts. The focus of the study is to compare the ex ante contracting documents 

although material for the outcome has been used for some of the projects. 

The contracts are chosen using a convenience sample. This is due to earlier experience with 

getting data from Trafikverket, which has been hard. Hence, we used the data that Trafikverket 

could provide on short notice. This might of course be problematic since we are reviewing their 

organization. To minimize this problem the officials at Trafikverket were not told the purpose 

of our study.  

4. The real contracts 

The Swedish construction industry has two kinds of generic conditions facilitating contracting. 

These are underlying documents that are referred to in the contracts and controls how to 

measure things, when to renegotiate prices etc. The documents are accepted and developed by 

both clients and contractors. There are two types of documents, AB that supports DBB 

contracts and ABT that supports DB.  



4.1 DBB 1: Reconstructing highway 

This project is a 9 kilometer road in the south part of Sweden along the old road. It was 

procured in 2009 and based on AB 04. Four bids were handed in and Svevia won. The ex ante 

contracting sum were 197 million SEK and the final cost was 228 million SEK, which might 

include scope changes.  

This contract can be described as a traditional DBB-contact. Trafikverket designed the road and 

the bids were price vectors that together with the predetermined bill of quantities made up the 

vector sum. The lowest bid won the contract, no soft parameters were included in the 

evaluation of the bids. As the project started Svevia got paid according to the quantities 

produced times the unit prices.  

The payment scheme was referred to as a fixed price, although 80 percent of the contracting 

sum were made up out of adjustable quantities. A better description of such payment schemes is 

to see them as cost plus, where the client takes most of the risk (Nyström, 2013).  

Bids with an alternative method of construction, a so called “side tender”, were not allowed in 

the tendering process. However, Trafikverket opened up for bids with methods on how to build 

the road that were equivalent to their own design. Such bids needed to need to include 

“technical documentation from the manufacturer, a test report from a recognized body or other 

relevant analysis showing that the solution to the equally meets the requirements”. Where to 

draw the line between a “side tender” and the equivalent solution is not clear. However, none of 

these bids were received.  

4.2 DBB 2: Bypass Katrineholm 

This project is a 20 km highway bypass outside the town of Katrineholm with three large 

bridges. The road is to large extent built as a green field project. It was procured in 2010 with 

three submitted tenders. The spread of price in the bids were low but the winning bid came 

from Skanska.  

The contract was based on AB 04 and included that the parties should work together in a 

partnering setting concerning the design. No detailed design was included in the tendering 

documents. It was based on performance criteria such as longitudinal unevenness and rut depth 

etc. Hence, the contractors had to submit a design in their bids and base their price on their own 

design. However, there was no guarantee that this suggestion would be accepted as Trafikverket 

had the final saying of the design in accordance to a traditional DBB contract. The idea was 

that Trafikverket would finalise the design together with the winning contractor.  

The cost for contractor to develop this tender was allegedly 4-5 million SEK, which was 1,5 

percent of the ex ante contracting sum and about double the amount of a regular DBB-contract. 



The payment scheme was based on a target cost, were deviations was split between client and 

contractor. There was also an option to build an additional 6,3 km of road, which was used.  

The procured price was 312 million SEK and the final cost was 327 million SEK. Some of this 

cost overrun might have been due to scope changes. The project was finished 2,5 months ahead 

of schedule. As a whole the project is considered a success from both parties.  

4.3 DB 1: Reconstruction of highway 

This project was procured in 2010 and consists of 10 kilometer road with 4 bridges in the south 

part of Sweden. The contract was based on ABT 06 and the contractors were responsible for the 

design.  

The total price in the bids were made up out of seven parts in the contract, two interchanges, 

three clusters of smaller roads and four bridges. These parts were described using functional 

terms in tendering documents, such as longitudinal unevenness, rut depth, crossfall, frost 

heaving, cracks and friction. Based on these descriptions the contractors had to design and price 

a road that fulfilled the requirements.  

Strabag won the contract with a bid of 185 million SEK. 

The definition of the road in functional terms gave Strabag degrees of freedom to design the 

road. However, the methods used to fulfill the design were stipulated in Trafikverket´s 

underlying handbooks, such as the handbook for asphalting (Vägverket, 2007) or for 

dimensioning a road (Trafikverket 2011). Suggestion that deviate from this could be accepted 

but required documentation that verified an equivalent quality. This was expressed in the same 

way as in DBB 1: “technical documentation from the manufacturer, a test report from a 

recognized body or other relevant analysis showing that the solution to the equally meets the 

requirements”.  

Apart from this, there were more aspects that bound the degrees of freedom in this contract. 

Some examples include that the barriers separating oncoming traffic must be of a certain brand, 

that exit ramps should be formed as a clover, that a certain type of grass should be used on the 

noise barriers etc. 

The final cost of the project was approximately 240 million SEK, which might have included 

scope changes. There were some problems with the evenness of the road after the project was 

finished, which the contractor had to take care of. 



4.4 DB 2: Motorway Extension 

This project is an expansion of an existing highway in the south part of Sweden. It includes 8 

bridges and 5,5 km of road. The tendering process started in 2010 and the road opened for 

traffic in December 2012, one month ahead of schedule. 

The winning bid came from Strabag at 160 million SEK. The final cost was 192 million SEK, 

which might have included some scope changes.  

The tendering document consisted of two projects, one larger and a smaller, where Trafikverket 

choose not to include the smaller.  

In accordance to a DB contract the tendering documents were based on longitudinal 

unevenness, rut depth, crossfall, frost heaving, cracks and friction. The contract was regulated 

by ATB 06. 

However, there were aspects in the contract that bound the degrees of freedom for the 

contractor to design the project. One was that suggestions deviating from Trafikverket´s 

handbooks needed support by technical documentation from a third party (the same formulation 

as before on DBB 1 and DB 1). The client also stipulated that certain types of bridge parapets, 

lighting and center beams had to be used.  

4.5 DB 3: New highway 

This was a big new road investment in the middle part of Sweden. The project was a green field 

production consisting of 22 kilometers of road and 17 bridges. The project was initially divided 

into three different contracts, with an option for the contractors to put in a combinatorial bid for 

all three contracts (see e.g. Lundberg and Lunander, 2012 for more on combinatorial auctions 

in Swedish road procurement). NCC won the contracts for all three parts at a price of 439 

million SEK. The contract was regulated by ABT 94. 

The project also included a partnering bit not directed towards any specific part of the contract 

but more of a declaration that both parties would work collaborative. 

The description of the project in the tendering documents was very detailed. An example is that 

Trafikverket defined the thickness and type of asphalt to be used. The tendering documents did 

not use any functional descriptions of the road. However, the first paragraph of the technical 

description opened up for alternative solutions, without strict demand of technical 

documentation from a third party. In principal, this opened up for alternative design. 

The final cost of the project was 540 million SEK.  

 



5. Degrees of freedom in design 

All studied projects, except DB 3, include a formal bound on the degrees of freedom to design 

the road. These bounds include certain brands of material e.g. barriers and asphalt, detailed 

design features such as the height of a noise barrier or the shapes of the exit ramps but also in 

the form of high transactions cost for alternative suggestion of construction. This formal 

requirement, that alternative suggestion deviating from Trafikverket’s handbooks should be 

supported by technical documentation, hampers the incentive to innovate. One could argue that 

this is a way for the client to secure the quality of the road by sticking to what has worked in 

the past. However, there is always a risk involving in trying new solutions and if the contract is 

written in the right way, the contractor is responsible for all potential future problems with the 

construction.  

If the analysed contracts were to be ranked using an ordinal scale in terms of degrees of 

freedom for design, it would be the following figure 1. 

 

  

  

Figure 1: Ordinal ranking of project in terms of degrees of freedom in design 

An interesting thing is that DBB 2 can be categorised as having more degrees of freedom than 

DB 1. Although the client has the responsibility for the design in DBB 2, the contract is framed 

in such a way that innovative ideas from contractor have a possibility of getting utilized. In DB 

1 the contractor is responsible for the design but bound by the underlying handbooks of how to 

build the road due to the ridged demands for verifying equivalence.   

DB 3 differs from the other contracts, despite a very detailed design, by the technical 

description inviting alternative designs. 

Another interpretation of the material is that the client in the DB contract is putting the design 

risk on the contractor without giving them a real possibility to deviate from the handbooks. 

Going from the DBB to the DB is just shifting the remaining design risk of a DBB contract onto 

the contractor. The design risk of the DBB contract, based on the client handbooks, is small but 

not non-existent. Due to the restriction in the tendering documents, the possibility of innovation 

in a DB contract is not more likely than in the DBB setting. Moving away from all risk, without 

any change in expected project outcome looks favourable for the client but the remaining 

question is how much they have to pay for this shift in risk to the contractor. Going from DBB 

to DB can for example be expected to reduce competition. 

 



6. Conclusions 

The theoretical pros and cons of DB and DBB contracts are known. DB enables innovation, 

while DBB has lower transaction costs and risks. There is however a lack of empirical studies 

supporting either of these hypotheses. 

One possible reason for this is the complexity in separating contracting forms from each other. 

The above study of five contracts indicates that just taking the contract labelling at face value 

do not capture the degrees of freedom for design, which is was theoretically drives innovation. 

In order to separate contracts from each other in terms of design freedom, one has to look 

beyond labelling and study the individual contracts.  

The interesting final question is to study the effect of contracting form on innovation and 

efficiency, i.e. the outcome of the projects. When taking on this question, it has been shown 

that contract labelling is not a good proxy for degrees of freedom in design. 
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